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Abstract— Energy harvesting (EH) has been proposed as a
promising technology to extend the lifetime of wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) by continuously harvesting green/renewable
energy. However, the intermittent and random EH process as
well as the complexity in achieving global network information
call for efficient energy management and distributed resource
optimization. Considering the complex interactions among individual sensors, we use the game theory to perform distributed
optimization for the general multi-channel multi-access problem
in an EH-WSN, where strict delay constraints are imposed
for the data transmission. Sensors’ competition for channel
access is formulated as a non-cooperative game, which is proved
to be an ordinal potential game that has at least one Nash
equilibrium (NE). Furthermore, all the NE of the game is proved
to be Pareto optimal, and Jain’s fairness index bound of the
NE is theoretically derived. Finally, we design a fully distributed,
online learning algorithm for the multi-channel multi-access in
the EH-WSN, which is proved to converge to the NE of the
formulated game. Simulation results validate the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm.
Index Terms— Wireless sensor network, energy harvesting,
multi-channel multi-access, potential game, Nash equilibrium,
distributed, online learning algorithm.

I. I NTRODUCTION
IRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) have profound
significance towards environmental surveillance and
monitoring by placing sensors up close to the phenomena
of interest [1]–[5]. However, the limited network lifetime
is a major deployment barrier for the traditional batteryoperated WSN. In recent years, energy harvesting (EH) has
emerged as a promising technology to prolong the lifetime of communication networks by continuously harvesting
green/renewable energy from environmental sources, such as
sun, wind, vibrations, etc. [6]–[9].
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Due to the uncertain and dynamically changing environmental conditions, the EH process is intermittent and random
in nature, which calls for efficient energy management to
guarantee sustainable and reliable network operation [6]–[9].
For convenience of analysis, most of existing works assume
that either the transmitter possesses non-causal information
on the exact data/energy arrival, or the transmitter knows
the statistics of EH and data arrival processes [6]. However,
in most practical scenarios, the characteristics of EH and
data arrival processes may change with time. Moreover, it
may not be possible to know reliable statistical information
about these processes before deploying the nodes. Therefore,
non-causal information about the data/energy arrival instants
and amounts may be infeasible, and thus offline optimization frameworks may not be satisfactory in many practical
applications [6], [7].
Besides, existing research on EH mostly focuses on the
point-to-point communication system [6], [10], while the network consisting of multiple EH nodes is more challenging
to analyze [11]. In general, the complexity in achieving
optimal energy utilization policies increases significantly with
the number of nodes in the network [11]. Furthermore, the
available knowledge of the EH profiles across different sensors
is hard to obtain or even unattainable. Therefore, distributed optimization approaches based only on local information
should be sought. Game theory is a powerful mathematical
tool that models interactive decision-making processes and has
been widely used to derive distributed resource allocation in
wireless networks [12]–[14]. Due to the complex interactions
among distributed sensors, we adopt game theory to exploit
the distributed optimization in the autonomous EH-WSN.
In the literature, a lot of work uses game theory to perform
distributed optimization for the battery-powered WSN, but
only a few study the EH-WSN [1]–[5]. Niyato et al. combine
queuing theory and bargaining game to study the activation
scheduling for solar-powered WSNs [1], but the interactions
among sensors are not analyzed. Authors in [2] and [3]
design power control games to maximize sensors’ throughput, while Michelusi and Zorzi in [4] and [5] consider a
multi-access game for maximizing the network utility in
the EH-WSN where multiple EH sensors (EHSs) randomly
access a shared wireless channel to transmit data packets of
random importance to a common fusion center. In practice,
the data transmission is usually operated in the multi-channel
wireless environment [15], [16]. Thus, we extend the work
in [4] and [5] to the case of multiple available channels,
and use game theory to study the optimal multi-channel
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Fig. 1.

Energy harvesting wireless sensor network.

multi-access scheme. We also consider strict delay constraints
for the data transmission, which is very important in some
emergency applications [17], [18] and in the industrial automation and avionics domain [19], [20]. The main contributions
of this paper are listed below:
• We formulate the multi-channel multi-access problem in
the EH-WSN as a non-cooperative game, which is proved
to be an ordinal potential game that has at least one Nash
equilibrium (NE). Moreover, all the NE are proved to be
Pareto-optimal. The Jain’s fairness index (JFI) bound of
the NE is also derived.
• Based on the stochastic learning automata, we design a
fully distributed, online learning algorithm to find the
NE solution to the problem of random multi-channel
multi-access in the EH-WSN. The convergence of the
algorithm is theoretically analyzed.
• Extensive simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed stochastic learning algorithm.
Different network scales and different energy harvesting
rates are both discussed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we introduce the system model and problem
formulation. In Section III, we present a non-cooperative
game to analyze the multi-channel multi-access in
the EH-WSN. In Section IV, we propose a fully distributed,
online adaptive, stochastic learning algorithm to find the
NE solution without any information exchange. In Section V,
we validate our analysis through simulation. Finally,
concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. System Model
In this work, we consider a network of N EHSs
that communicate via M wireless links with a fusion
center (FC), as depicted in Fig. 1. The set of EHSs and the
set of available channels are denoted by N = {1, 2, . . . , N },
M = {1, 2, . . . , M}, respectively. Each EHS selects one
channel for its data transmission. Due to the scarcity of
spectrum in practical systems, the number of EHSs N is
usually (much) larger than the number of channels M, and thus
multiple EHSs need to reuse one channel. We consider a timeslotted fashion, where slot t is the time interval [t T, t T + T ),

t ∈ Z+ and T is the time-slot (TS) duration. At each slot
(say t), each EHS (say i ) has a new data packet to transmit,
and each data packet is of importance Dit > 0, which is
modeled as a continuous random variable with probability
density function (pdf) f D (x), x ≥ 0.
Each EHS collects ambient energy, which is stored in a
rechargeable battery and powers the sensing apparatus and the
RF circuitry. We denote the energy harvested in TS t by Bit
that is modeled as a Bernoulli random process taking values
in {0, 1}. We assume that the transmission of one data packet
requires the expenditure of one energy quantum, and use {Q ti }
to denote the action process at EHS i . Q ti = 1 if the data
packet at TS t is transmitted by EHS i , and Q ti = 0 otherwise.
The battery of each EHS is modeled by a buffer with a capacity
of emax , and the set of possible energy levels is denoted by
ε = {0, 1, . . . , emax } because the harvested energy takes values
in {0, 1}. Denoting the amount of energy stored in the battery
of EHS i at TS t by E it , the evolution of E it over time t is
given by
E it +1 = min{E it − Q ti + Bit , emax }.

(1)

We consider a collision model for packet transmission. The
packet of each EHS is successfully delivered to FC if and only
if all the other EHSs on the same channel do not transmit.
When a collision occurs, the data packet is lost. Moreover,
we consider a strict delay constraint for the transmission of
data packets; that is, each data packet needs to be transmitted
within the TS following its arrival, and it is discarded if
not transmitted within the following TS. Obviously, the strict
delay constraint could lead to low transmission efficiency for
each EHS. However, the strict delay constraint is vital in
some emergency situations (e.g., earthquake-tsunami alerting,
fire detection in forests, etc.) [17], [18], and in the industrial
automation and avionics domain [19], [20].
B. Problem Formulation
It has been shown in [4] and [5] that, for maximizing the
average long-term importance of the data reported by each
EHS to FC, the following threshold policy is optimal:
Q ti = χ(Dit ≥ i (E it )),

(2)

where i denotes an arbitrary EHS, χ(·) is the indicator
function, and i (E it ) is the importance threshold which is
a function of the current energy level E it . According to (2),
the EHS only transmits when Dit ≥ i (E it ). We denote the
corresponding transmission probability of EHS i in energy
level e, induced by the random importance Dit , by ηi (e).
Specifically,
ηi (e) = E D t [Q ti |E it = e] = Pr(Dit ≥ i (e)).
i

(3)

The set of admissible policies for EHS i is defined as1
ϒ = {ηi : ηi (0) = 0, ηi (emax ) ∈ (0, 1], ηi (e) ∈ (0, 1),
e = 0, emax }.

(4)

1 According to (4), η (0) = 0. That is, the EHS will not transmit data when
i
the energy level e = 0. Thus, this condition guarantees the non-negative
energy state.
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If all the other EHSs remain idle (do not transmit), the
expected data importance reported by EHS i to FC in energy
level e, is given by
g(ηi (e)) = E D t [Dit Q ti |E it = e]



i

= E D t [χ(Dit ≥ i (e))Dit ] =
i

∞

i (e)

x f D (x)d x. (5)

Let Et = (E 1t , E 2t , . . . , E tN ) denote the joint state of
the energy levels in all EHSs. It has been shown in [5]
that the Markov chain {Et } under the aggregate policy
η = (η1 , η2 , . . . , η N ) ∈ ϒ N is irreducible, and thus there
exists a unique steady-state distribution, πη (e), e ∈ ε N . Thus,
we define the utility function of each EHS as the average longterm aggregate importance of its reported data, given by

 

1 − η j (e j ) , (6)
u i (ai , a−i ) =
πη (e)g (ηi (ei ))
j ∈Ki

e∈ε N

where ai denotes the channel selection strategy of EHS i ,
a−i = (a1 , . . . , ai−1 , ai+1 , . . . , a N ) denotes a channel selection profile of all the EHSs excluding EHS i , Ki = { j ∈ N :
a j = ai } denotes the set of EHSs that choose the same channel
as EHS i . Since the utility of EHS i depends not only on its
own strategy, but also on the strategies of other EHSs, we
a−i ). By letting G(ηi ) =
denote
emax the utility function as u i (ai ,
emax
e=1 πηi (e)g(ηi (e)) and P(ηi ) =
e=1 πηi (e)ηi (e), (6) can
be re-written as
 
 
1 − P ηj .
(7)
u i (ai , a−i ) = G (ηi )
j ∈Ki

In order to guarantee fairness among the EHSs, we also
consider symmetric control policies, i.e., all the EHSs adopt
the same transmission policy ηi = η, ∀i . Thus,
u i (ai , a−i ) = G (η) (1 − P (η)) K,

(8)

where K = |Ki | represents the number of EHSs choosing the
same channel as EHS i , |Ki | is the cardinality of the set Ki .
In [4] and [5], the authors have investigated the optimal
transmission policy η∗ in the single-channel system. Given
that the data transmission is usually operated in the multichannel wireless environment [15], [16], we extend the work
in [4] and [5] to the multi-channel system, and further study
the optimal channel allocation for minimizing transmission
collision and improving the network performance. We also
consider a fully distributed operation model, in which each
EHS possesses only local knowledge about the system state.
That is, EHS i ’s operation at TS t is based only on its own
energy level and data importance (Dit , E it ), and does not need
to know the energy level and data importance of other EHSs.
There is no central controller for managing the operations of
each EHS, which avoids the failure of single point and may
demand less information exchange (i.e., signaling overhead)
and computational complexity.
III. C HANNEL ACCESS G AME
Game theory is a powerful mathematical tool that models
and analyzes interactive decision-making processes [12], [13].
Due to the complex transmission collisions among individual
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EHSs, we adopt game theory to investigate the local information based distributed channel access in the EH-WSN, where
each EHS acts as a game player.
Mathematically, the game

can be formulated as G = N , {Ai }i∈N , {u i }i∈N , where
N is the set of players, Ai = M is the set of available actions
(channels) for each player i that independently maximizes its
individual utility function u i , i.e.,
max u i (ai , a−i ) , ∀i ∈ N .

(G) :

ai ∈Ai

(9)

Definition
1 (Nash
 Equilibrium): A channel selection profile

a∗ = a1∗ , . . . , a ∗N is a pure-strategy NE if and only if no
player can improve its utility by deviating unilaterally, i.e.,




∗
∗
u i ai∗ , a−i
≥ u i ai , a−i
, ∀i ∈ N , ∀ai ∈ Ai . (10)
Definition 2 (Ordinal Potential Game): A game is an ordinal
potential game (OPG) if there exists an ordinal potential
function  : A1 · · · × A N → R such that ∀i ∈ N , ai ∈ Ai ,
ai ∈ Ai ,
u i (ai , a−i ) > u i (ai , a−i ) ⇔ (ai , a−i ) > (ai , a−i ).

(11)

It means the variation of the utility function caused by any
unilateral strategy update has the same trend with that of the
ordinal potential function. Based on the finite improvement
property, it has been proved in [21] that every OPG has at
least one pure-strategy NE.
Theorem 1: The channel access game G is an ordinal
potential game that has at least one pure-strategy NE point.
Proof: According to (8), the utility u i is a function of
the variable K , η, and thus can be represented as f (η, K ).
According to [4] and [5], the optimal transmission policy η∗
in the distributed operation can be uniquely determined by
using the symmetric NE solution2 that maximizes the utility
function. That is, u i = f (η∗ , K ) = max f (η, K ).
η

Suppose EHS i unilaterally deviates from its current channel
ai = m to select another channel ai = n, and denote
the number of EHSs (excluding EHS i ) selecting channel
m and n by K m and K n , respectively. Thus, u i (ai , a−i ) =
max f (η, K m ), u i (ai , a−i ) = max f (η, K n ). If K n < K m , ∀η,
η

η

f (η, K m ) = G (η) (1 − P (η)) K m ,
= G (η) (1 − P (η)) K n (1 − P (η)) K m −K n
< G (η) (1 − P (η)) K n
= f (η, K n ).
(12)
∗ = arg max f (η, K ),
Letting ηn∗ = arg max f (η, K n ) and ηm
m

we have

η

η

(a)

∗
∗
u i (ai , a−i ) = f (ηm
, K m ) < f (ηm
, Kn )
(b)

≤ f (ηn∗ , K n ) = u i (ai , a−i ),

(13)

where the derivation of step (a) is based on (12), and step (b)
holds because ηn∗ = arg max f (η, K n ). To summarize,
η

K n < K m ⇔ u i (ai , a−i ) < u i (ai , a−i ).

(14)

2 In the symmetric NE η∗ , all the EHSs employ the same policy that
maximizes its utility, and have no incentive to deviate from it. In other words,
the symmetric NE η∗ is simultaneously optimal for all the EHSs.
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In order to prove the existence of NE, we resort to the
potential game theory [21], and define a function as
1
(ai , a−i ) =  M
s=1

Ns2

,

(15)

N
δ(ai , s) denotes the number of EHSs on
where Ns = i=1
channel s ∈ M, δ (·) is the Kronecker delta function defined as
δ (x, y) =

1, if x = y,
0, otherwise.

(16)

For convenience of analysis, we denote the number of EHSs on
each channel s ∈ M under channel selection profile (ai , a−i )
as Ns , and that under channel selection profile (ai , a−i ) as Ns .
Since ai = m and ai = n, it is easy to know Nm = Nm − 1,
and Nn = Nn + 1. Thus,
Nm − Nn = Nm − Nn − 2 < Nm − Nn .

(18)

Besides, since the strategies of other EHSs do not change, we
have

1
2 [(x

+ y)2 + |x

(19)

=
∀x, y.
It is well known that
By applying (18) and (19), we can get Nn 2 + Nm 2 < Nn2 + Nm2 ,
M
M
2
2
and thus
s=1 Ns <
s=1 Ns . Therefore, (ai , a−i ) >
(ai , a−i ). To summarize,

− y|2 ],

u i (ai , a−i ) > u i (ai , a−i ) ⇔ (ai , a−i ) > (ai , a−i ).

(20)

According to Definition 2, we know the game G is an
ordinal potential game with potential function , and thus
G has at least one pure-strategy NE. Therefore, Theorem 1 is
proved.
In game theory, efficient resource utilization is determined
by the concept of Pareto optimality [12]. A well-known way of
characterizing efficiency of an equilibrium is to know whether
it is Pareto-optimal, which is defined next.
Definition 3 (Pareto Optimality): A channel selection profile
a P O is Pareto-optimal if and only if thereexists
 no other
action
P O , and
ã
>
u
a
profile ã such
that
for
some
i
∈
N
,
u
i
i
 


∀ j = i , u j ã ≥ u j a P O . In other words, a P O is Paretooptimal if there exists no other feasible allocation that can
make one player better without making any other worse.
Theorem 2: All the NE of the game G are Pareto-optimal.
Proof: We prove this theorem
by contradiction. Assume

the NE a∗ = a1∗ , . . . , a ∗N is not Pareto-optimal. That is,
there
,
  exists an action profile ã such that for some i ∈ N
∗
u i ã > u i (a ∗ ), and
  ∀ j = ∗i , u j ã ≥ u j (a ).
According to (14), u i ã > u i (a ) ⇔ Nai∗ > Nãi , and
 
∀ j = i , u j ã ≥ u j (a ∗ ) ⇔ Na ∗j ≥ Nã j . Thus,


Nai∗ +
Na ∗j > Nãi +
Nã j . (21)
j ∈N , j  =i

N
JG =

2

i=1

N

N

ui

i=1

u 2i

,

(22)

where u i denotes the utility of EHS i . JFI maps a
resource allocation vector {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u N } into a score in the
interval [1 N , 1], and a higher JFI demonstrates a fairer
resource allocation scheme.
Theorem 3: For the formulated game G, the JFI of the
NE solution is lower bounded by 89 .
Proof: In the NE,
|Nm − Nn | ≤ 1, ∀m, n,

Nn + Nm = Nn + Nm , and
Nl = Nl , ∀l = n, m.
x 2 + y2

contradicts with (21). Therefore, the assumption that NE is
not Pareto-optimal does not hold. The proof is completed.
Besides, fairness is another important notion for resource
allocation in wireless networks. It is believed that the gametheoretic approach can achieve fair solutions, since all players
try to select their best strategies to maximize their own utilities
and no player is willing to accept low utility. In the following,
we analyze the fairness of the NE by using the well-known
Jain’s fairness index (JFI) [22], [23], which is defined as

(17)

According to (12), if u i (n, a−i ) > u i (m, a−i ), we have
Nm = K m + 1 > Nn = K n + 1. Since Nm = Nm − 1, we can
get Nm − Nn ≥ 0, which along with (17) yields
|Nm − Nn | < |Nm − Nn |.

However, since the number of total EHSs, N, keeps invariant regardless
of the specific channel
selection profile, i.e.,


Nai∗ + j ∈N , j =i Na ∗j = Nãi + j ∈N , j =i Nã j = N, which

j ∈N , j  =i

(23)

which can be easily proved by contradiction. Assume ∃m, n,
Nm − Nn > 1. According to (14), the EHSs on channel m will
definitely deviate their current channel to select channel n in
order to improve their own utilities, which contradicts with
the definition of NE. This completes the proof of (23).
For convenience of analysis, we divide the problem into two
cases. 1) If Nm = Nn , according to (8), the utilities of EHSs
on channel m and channel n are equal, i.e., u i = u j , where
ai = m, a j = n; 2) if Nm −Nn = 1, according to (14), u i < u j .
Besides, in case 2), due to the motivation of deploying EHSs,
more deployed EHSs should bring higher system utility, i.e.,
Nm · u i < Nn · u j . Thus, we have
1≤

uj
Nm
Nn + 1
<
=
≤ 2, ∀i, j ∈ N .
ui
Nn
Nn

(24)

We define u max = max {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u N }, u min =
min {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u N }, and α = u max u min . Obviously, 1 ≤
α ≤ 2. According to [22], the JFI of G is lower bounded by:
JG ≥

4α
(α + 1)2

Moreover, it is easy to know that

.

(25)
4α
(α+1)2

is a decreasing

function of α in the interval [ 1, ∞) . Therefore, we can derive
the lower bound of JG as:
JG ≥
This concludes the proof.

4·2
(2 + 1)

2

=

8
.
9

(26)
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Algorithm 1 SLA Based Dynamic Channel Access
t , . . . , p t ) denote EHS i ’s
Initialization: Let pti = ( pi1
iM
channel selection probability vector in the t-th time slot,
t
where pim
denotes the probability for EHS i to select
1
channel m. At the initial time t = 0, set pti = ( M1 , . . . , M
)
for all i ∈ N , based on which each EHS randomly selects
a channel.
Loop for t = 0, 1, 2, . . .
1) Updating transmission strategy: In the t-th time
slot, each EHS, say i , decides its optimal transmission
strategy ηi by using [5, Algorithms 1 and 2], which is
based on only local information (Dit , E it ).
2) Transmitting data packet: Based on the transmission
strategy ηi obtained in Step 1), each EHS transmits its
data packet.
3) Computing utility value: By detecting the successfully transmitted data packet, each EHS computes its
individual utility u ti .
4) Updating channel selection probability: All the
EHSs update their channel selection probabilities
according to the following rules:
t +1
t
t
pim
= pim
+ b rit (1 − pim
), m = ait ,
t +1
t
t
t
m = ait ,
pim = pim − b ri pim ,
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Fig. 2.

analysis in [25] and [26], the proposed algorithm runs with
computational complexity of O(Tit N), where N is the number
of nodes, and Tit denotes the number of iterations needed for
the algorithm convergence.
In order to investigate the convergence of the proposed
stochastic learning algorithm, we firstly re-write the updating
rule in (27) as
pti +1 = pti + b rit (Ia t − pti ),

(27)

where 0 < b < 1 is the learning step size, and is the
.
normalized received utility defined as rit = u ti /u max
i
5) Updating channel strategy: Each EHS updates its
channel strategy ait +1 for the next slot based on its
current channel selection probability vector pti .
End loop until one component of pti approaches 1 (e.g.,
larger than 0.99), ∀i ∈ N .
rit

IV. S TOCHASTIC L EARNING FOR ACHIEVING NE
It has been shown that the NE solution of the formulated
game G achieves both Pareto-optimality and fairness. In this
section, based on the stochastic learning automata (SLA) [24],
we design a fully distributed, online learning algorithm to find
the NE of the channel access game in the EH-WSN. The
details of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1, and the
schematic is described in Fig. 2.
The proposed SLA based dynamic channel access scheme
operates iteratively, where each EHS acts as a SLA player. In
each iteration period, each SLA player decides its transmission
strategy, chooses one of the available channels for transmission, and receives a response (i.e., successfully transmitted
data) from the environment. By repeating the above procedure,
the SLA player continuously interacts with the random operating environment and finally achieves the optimal strategy
among the available channels. Each player operates completely
on the basis of its own strategies and the corresponding
response from the environment, without any knowledge of the
other players in the network, and without prior knowledge
of state transition probabilities of the EH and data arrival.
Therefore, the proposed algorithm is fully distributed. Moreover, the proposed algorithm is operated online, since each
EHS transmits data during each iteration. According to the

Schematic of the proposed stochastic learning algorithm.

i

(28)

where Ia t is a unit vector with the ait -th element being one.
i
Let P = (p1 , . . . , p N ) denote the mixed strategy profile of
all the players, and thus we can achieve the evolution of the
mixed strategy profile of the game G as:
Pt +1 = Pt + b G(Pt , rt , at ),
(r1t , . . . , r Nt ),

(29)

where =
represents a function of
[24, Th. 3.1], we know the following proposition.
Proposition 1: When the step size b is sufficiently small,
i.e., b → 0, the sequence {Pt } will converge to P∗ , which is the
solution of the following ordinary differential equation (ODE):
rt



at

= (a1t , . . . , a tN ), and G(Pt , rt , at )
(Pt , rt , at ). Then, according to

dP
= f (P),
dt

(30)

where f (P) = E G(Pt , rt , at )|Pt , and the initial value P0 is
equal to the initial channel selection probability matrix.
Proposition 2: According to [24, Th. 3.2], we have
• All the stable stationary points of (30) are the Nash
equilibria of G.
• All the Nash equilibria of G are the stable stationary
points of (30).
As the proposed game has been shown to be a potential
game in Theorem 1, the sequence {Pt } can be proved to
converge to a stationary point of the ODE of (30), as proved
in [27]. Then, according to Proposition 2, we have:
Theorem 4: When the step size b is sufficiently small, the
SLA based dynamic channel access algorithm converges to a
pure-strategy NE point of the game G.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
In this section, we conduct simulations to evaluate the
performance of the proposed channel access algorithm. The
number of available channels is set to be 10, and each EHS
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Fig. 3.

Convergence behavior.

Fig. 4. Performance comparison of the achieved network utility when the
number of EHSs varies.

selects one channel for data transmission. Similar to [5],
we model the data packet importance Dit as an exponential random variable with pdf f D (x) = e−x , x ≥ 0. We
consider an heterogeneous case that EHS’s battery capacity emax varies in {1, 5}, and the probability of harvesting one energy quantum Pr(Bit = 1) varies in {0.1, 0.5}.
In addition, the step size b for the channel selection
probability
 updating is set to be 0.1. The network utility
U = i∈N u i , characterizing the average long-term importance of the data reported by all the EHSs to the FC [4], [5],
is adopted as the metric for performance evaluation.
A. Performance Evaluation for Different Network Scales
In Fig. 3, we plot the convergence behavior of the proposed algorithm when the number of EHSs is 50, 100, 150,
200, 250, respectively. The curves are obtained by simulating
1000 independent trials and then taking the average results.
As shown in the figure, the network utilities increase with
the number of iteration steps, and all get largely improved
after the algorithm converges. Besides, the convergence speed
becomes a little slower when the number of EHSs increases.
Although the converging speed is not very fast, it will not
weaken the practicality of the proposed algorithm due to its
online operation.
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show performance comparison for different solutions. To the best of our knowledge, no available
algorithms in the literature can be applied to this multi-channel
multi-access problem in the EH-WSN,3 and thus we plot only
the random solution for comparison. Due to the dynamic and
unknown characteristics of the EH environment, the random
selection scheme that each EHS randomly chooses a channel
in each time slot is an intuitive solution. Besides, achieving the
globally optimal solution for the network-utility maximization
is obviously a combinational optimization problem [5]. Moreover, it cannot be found by the exhaustive enumeration due to
the huge computational complexity when the number of nodes
is large.
Fig. 4 plots the network utilities achieved by different
solutions. As the number of EHSs increases from 50 to 250,
3 Note that the algorithms in [4] and [5] only apply to determine the
distributed transmission policy η in the single-channel case.

Fig. 5. Performance comparison of the achieved network fairness when the
number of EHSs varies.

the network utilities achieved by all the solutions gets significantly improved. It is easy to understand, since more
EHSs can transmit more data to the FC if the channels are
not heavily occupied. Besides, even the worst NE solution
obtains much higher network utility than the best random
solution, and the performance gap between the NE and random
solutions increases with the number of EHSs. In addition, the
performance gap between the best NE and the worst NE is
small. It is because all the NE solutions are Pareto-optimal, as
proved in Theorem 2.
To evaluate the fairness achieved by the proposed algorithm,
we plot the JFI of different solutions in Fig. 5. As more EHSs
are deployed in the network, JFI of all solutions decrease. The
reason is that the difficulty in achieving fair resource allocation
increases with the number of EHSs. Moreover, Fig. 5 shows
that the JFI of the NE is higher than that of the random
solution, which demonstrates that the NE solution can lead
to more fair resource allocation. Besides, when N becomes
larger, the JFI gap between the NE and random solutions
increases. In addition, it is observed that the JFI of the worst
NE is lower than 89 when N ≥ 200. It is due to the accuracy
in convergence of the proposed algorithm. As N is larger,
more iterations are needed for convergence to the NE, but the
simulation is taken within 1000 iterations, as shown in Fig. 3.
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VI. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 6. Performance comparison of the achieved network utility for different
energy harvesting rates.

In this paper, we have studied the distributed multichannel multi-access in an energy harvesting wireless sensor
network (EH-WSN) under strict delay constraints for data
transmission. Each EHS autonomously optimizes its channel
selection strategy based on only local information, which has
been formulated as a non-cooperative game. The utility of each
EHS is defined as the average long-term aggregate importance
of its reported data. We have proved the game to be an ordinal
potential game that has at least one NE. Moreover, all the
NE have been shown to be Pareto-optimal. The Jain’s fairness
index bound of the NE has been also derived. Besides, we
have designed a fully distributed, online learning algorithm
to converge to the NE of the channel access game. Finally,
simulations have been conducted for different network scales
and different energy harvesting rates, and the results have validated the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in terms of
network utility improvement and resource allocation fairness.
For future work, we will study energy cooperation among
nodes. Since the EH process is intermittent and random in
nature, it is better to enhance cooperation among nodes to
increase the energy robustness. Besides, due to the dynamic
EH process, the typical problems (multihop routing, transmission power control, topology control, etc.) that are inherent in
the traditional battery-operated WSN become quite different
for the EH-WSN, which thus needs further investigation.
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